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T

In late December 2019, a global outbreak (pandemic) of the coronavirus was reported,
which WHO named 2019-nCoV. The virus is now spreading rapidly and has affected many
countries, including Iran. There is no definitive and effective treatment for this virus yet. This
report aimed to define the effect of Tocilizumab in patient with COVID-19. This case report is
about a 52-year-old man with COVID-19 that has been treated with tocilizumab. The reported
patient had an acceptable improvement in oxygen saturation but no significant change in
lung CT scan. After 3 days treatment patient with Tocilizumab, extensive bilateral lungs
involvement still exist but SPO2 level iimprovement up to 90%. According to the results, this
drug had a positive impact on oxygen saturation. However, we cannot be certain whether this
drug positively affected the patient’s coronavirus disease.

1. Introduction

he World Health Organization named
SARS-CoV2 virus as COVID-19. It
was first appeared in December 2019
in China and spread in neighboring
countries like South Korea and Japan
and then all over the world very fast [1].
Coronaviruses are important pathogens in humans and
animals [2]. There are 76288 infected cases and 2345
deaths from COVID-19 reported until February 21,
2019, in China [3]. Now the virus is spreading rapidly,
and it has involved many countries, including Iran [4].

According to reported deaths and the affected patients
until now, WHO was forced to declare a public health
emergency in late January 2019 [5]. Researchers try
to discover effective treatments for the emerging virus. About 30 drugs have been introduced to treat this
disease so far, including herbal products and chemical
drugs with different mechanisms [6]. Some antiviral
drugs recommended by Chinese researchers include
lopinavir, ritonavir, oseltamivir, and ganciclovir. Shortterm treatment with corticosteroids such as methylprednisolone reduces inflammation of the lung tissue, and
some antibiotics are recommended to prevent bacterial
infections associated with viral infections, too [7]. Drugs
used for respiratory infections caused by COVID-19 are
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classified into three categories: drugs that strengthen
the immune system (interferon, globulin), chloroquine
phosphate, and antiviral drugs (oseltamivir) [8].
One of the drugs discussed for the treatment of these
patients is tocilizumab. It is an interleukin-6 (IL-6) receptor antagonist and reduces the level of inflammatory
markers, including RF, ESR, and amyloid A, to the normal range [9]. IL-6 is produced in response to tissue injuries and various types of infections. Also, it contributes
to host defense through activation of immune responses
and stimulation of acute phase reactions. IL-6 has great
importance in the pathogenesis of various inflammatory
diseases, including infectious inflammations, and for this
reason, tocilizumab, an anti-IL-6 receptor antibody, has
been developed and recommended for treating patients
with COVID-19 [10].
We report a 52-year-man with a definite COVID-19 infection who died despite receiving tocilizumab.

2. Case Presentation
A 52 year-old-man (168 cm height, 70 kg weight) with
symptoms of dry cough, dyspnea, fever, and myalgia was
referred to the emergency department of Razi Hospital in
Ghaemshahr City, Iran, on March 5, 2020. The patient’s
symptoms started one week before the visit. At the time
of admission, the patient had a fever (T=38°C), oxygen
saturation of 74% with a pulse oximeter, and other symptoms were normal. Based on the taken history, the patient
had direct contact with an infected person. The patient’s
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medical history included taking 500 mg metformin daily.
He didn’t use any antibiotics. Due to the suspected symptoms of COVID-19 and the patient’s direct contact with
an infected person, a CT scan of the patient’s lung, sampling of the patient’s nose and throat to perform RT-PCR
test, and other routine tests were requested. The patient’s
RT-PCR was positive, and he was admitted with a definite diagnosis of moderate-intensity COVID-19. CT scan
of the patient’s lungs showed extensive bilateral involvement (Figure 1). The results of the patient’s initial tests
given before tocilizumab administration were presented
in Table 1 and Table 2. Lymphopenia is evident in the
patient’s test results, and other lab tests were normal.
After admission, a 4-drug regimen was administered
to the patient. The 4-drug regimen included hydroxychloroquine 400 mg daily, ribavirin 600 mg BD, Kaletra
(lopinavir 200/ritonavir 50) 2 tablets BD, and oseltamivir 75 mg BD. Empiric antibiotic treatment (vancomycin
1 g daily and meropenem 1 g TDS) was also started for
the patient. Due to severe nausea and vomiting induced
with drugs, such as Kaletra, promethazine 25 mg daily
was administered for the patient by the clinical pharmacy service. Despite receiving a 4-drug regimen, the
patient’s dyspnea and his oxygen saturation worsened
on the third day of admission, and he was admitted to
ICU. The patient underwent mechanical ventilation on
March 8, 2020. According to the general condition of the
patient, the interleukin-6 (IL-6) level was requested by
the clinical pharmacy service, and due to the high level
of IL-6, after the necessary evaluations, tocilizumab was

Figure 1. The patient’s CT scan with COVID-19 pneumonia
before tocilizumab administration

Figure 2. The patient’s CT scan after tocilizumab administration
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Figure 3. SPO2 changes after tocilizumab administration

Figure 3. SpO2 changes after tocilizumab administration

administered for the patient. Because of the emergency
venously in 60 min with a dose of 8 mg/kg. The patient
condition of the patient, a PPD test was not used to evalwas treated with tocilizumab for 3 consecutive days.
Table 1. The patient’s lab data
uate the start of tocilizumab. Each vial of tocilizumab
On the third day, the CT scan of the patient’s lungs still
was diluted in 100 mL normal saline and infused
intraextensive bilateral involvement (Figure 2). Also,
Lab
Test showed
Result
Lymphocyte

0.2

Neutrophil

82

Monocyte

5

WBC

7.4

PLT

179000

Neutrophil

LDH

840

82

Monocyte

CPKMB

5

5

Troponin

89.6

FBS

194

PLT

Na

157

179000

LDH

K

4.6

840

BUN

51

Table 1. The patient’s lab data
Lab Test
Lymphocyte

WBC

CPKMB

Result
0.2

Commented [15]:

Commented [16R5]: Expand all of the abbre
in this column.

7.4

5

Troponin

89.6

FBS

194

Na

157

K

4.6

BUN

51

Cr

0.8

HCT

40%

Hb

13

Pt

15

INR

1.4

Amilaz

20
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Table 2. Lab data before tocilizumab administration
Parameter

Result

Infection

Negative

PPD

Negative

FBS

194

(ALT, AST)LFT

ALT= 20 , AST=40

Lipid Profile (Cholesterol, HDL, LDL, TG)

Normal

the trend of changes in SPO2 is shown in Figure 3. Unfortunately, the patient died on March 11, 2020.

3. Conclusion
COVID-19 is spreading rapidly, and so far, no definitive
treatment has been reported for it. Recently, tocilizumab
has been considered one of the treatments of drugs for
patients with COVID-19, and researchers are investigating and conducting clinical trials on this drug [1, 9]. Tocilizumab (also sold with trade names “Atlizumab” and
“Actemra”) is a humanized monoclonal antibody against
the IL-6 receptor. IL-6 acts as both a pro-inflammatory
cytokine and an anti-inflammatory myokine [9]. A decade ago, FDA approved tocilizumab for the treatment
of rheumatoid arthritis and cytokine inflammations in
cancer patients undergoing cell therapy [10]. Cytokine
storm is one reason for the organ failure and severe deterioration of patients with COVID-19 infection. Virus
entry into the lung cells releases inflammatory factors,
such as IL-6, causing edema, lung involvement, and decreased blood oxygen [11, 12]. Therefore drugs used in
the past for the treatment of Cytokine Release Syndrome
(CRS) were considered as candidates for COVID-19
treatment, and the use of these drugs, such as tocilizumab by affecting IL-6, in patients with severe conditions
has been suggested [10]. In our case, after tocilizumab
administration, blood oxygen saturation was improved,
but no change in CT scan.
It should be noted that tocilizumab is not an antiviral
drug, and it can be useful in patients with inflammation
and destruction of the lung caused by COVID-19. Tocilizumab can be used in a specific age range and probably
useful in patients with high blood IL-6 levels.
Clinical data of this patient show the positive effect of
tocilizumab on SPO2, and perhaps this drug can be an
effective and hopeful treatment for improving inflammation of the lung. But it is not possible to rely certainly on
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this therapeutic response as our patient died after receiving 3 doses of tocilizumab. In this regard, further studies
and more extensive clinical data are needed to prove the
efficacy of tocilizumab.
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